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Abstract

Vision Transformer (ViT) has emerged as a prominent
architecture for various computer vision tasks. In ViT, we
divide the input image into patch tokens and process them
through a stack of self-attention blocks. However, unlike Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN), ViT’s simple architecture
has no informative inductive bias (e.g., locality, etc.). Due
to this, ViT requires a large amount of data for pre-training.
Various data-efficient approaches (DeiT) have been proposed
to train ViT on balanced datasets effectively. However, lim-
ited literature discusses the use of ViT for datasets with
long-tailed imbalances. In this work, we introduce DeiT-LT
to tackle the problem of training ViTs from scratch on long-
tailed datasets. In DeiT-LT, we introduce an efficient and
effective way of distillation from CNN via distillation DIST
token by using out-of-distribution images and re-weighting
the distillation loss to enhance focus on tail classes. This
leads to the learning of local CNN-like features in early
ViT blocks, improving generalization for tail classes. Fur-
ther, to mitigate overfitting, we propose distilling from a flat
CNN teacher, which leads to learning low-rank generalizable
features for DIST tokens across all ViT blocks. With the pro-
posed DeiT-LT scheme, the distillation DIST token becomes
an expert on the tail classes, and the classifier CLS token
becomes an expert on the head classes. The experts help to
effectively learn features corresponding to both the majority
and minority classes using a distinct set of tokens within the
same ViT architecture. We show the effectiveness of DeiT-LT
for training ViT from scratch on datasets ranging from small-
scale CIFAR-10 LT to large-scale iNaturalist-2018. Project
Page: https://rangwani-harsh.github.io/DeiT-LT.

1. Introduction

Visual Recognition has seen unprecedented success with the
advent of deep neural networks trained on large datasets [10].
Consequently, efforts are being made to collect large datasets

through crowd-sourcing to train deep neural networks for
various applications across domains. As a result of crowd-
sourcing, these datasets often exhibit long-tailed data distri-
butions due to inherent natural statistics [14, 52], i.e., a large
number of images belong to a small portion of (majority)
classes, whereas other (minority) classes contain few image
samples each. A lot of recent works [5, 9, 25, 32, 67] focus
on training deep neural networks for recognition on such
long-tailed datasets, such that networks perform reasonably
well across all classes, including the minority classes. Loss
manipulation-based techniques [5, 9, 23] enhance the net-
work’s focus toward learning tail classes by enforcing a large
margin or increasing the weight for loss for these classes.
As these techniques enhance the focus on the tail classes,
they often lead to some performance degradation in the head
(majority) classes. To mitigate this, State-of-the-Art (SotA)
techniques currently train multiple expert networks [25, 56]
that specialize in different portions of the data distribution.
The predictions from these experts are then aggregated to
produce the final output, which improves the performance
over individual experts. However, all these efforts have been
restricted to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), par-
ticularly ResNets [15], with little attention to architectures
such as Transformers [11, 53], MLP-Mixers [47] etc.

Recently, the transformer architecture adapted for com-
puter vision, named as Vision Transformer (ViT) [12], has
gained popularity due to its scalability and impressive per-
formance on various computer vision tasks [6, 44]. One
caveat behind its impressive performance is the requirement
for pre-training on large datasets [11]. The data-efficient
transformers (DeiT) [48] aimed to reduce this requirement
for pre-training by distilling information from a pre-trained
CNN. Subsequent efforts have further improved the data and
compute efficiency [50, 51] of ViTs. However, all these
improvements have been primarily based on increasing per-
formance on the balanced ImageNet dataset. We find that
these improvements are still insufficient for robust perfor-
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Figure 1. We propose DeiT-LT (Fig. 2, a distillation scheme for Vision Transformer (ViT), tailored towards long-tailed data). In Deit-LT, a)
we introduce OOD distillation from CNN, which leads to learning local generalizable features in early blocks. b) we propose to distill from
teachers trained via SAM [13] which induces low-rank features across blocks in ViT to improve generalization. c) In comparison to other
SotA ViT baselines, Deit-LT (ours) demonstrates significantly improved performance for minority classes, with increasing imbalance.

mance on long-tailed datasets (Fig. 1c).
In this work, we aim to investigate and improve the train-

ing of Vision Transformers from scratch without the need
for large-scale pre-training on diverse long-tailed datasets,
varying in image size and resolution. Recent works show
improved performance for ViTs on long-tailed recognition
tasks, but they often need expensive pre-training on large-
scale datasets [7, 30]. The requirement of pre-training is
computationally expensive and restricts their application to
specialized domains such as medicine, satellite, speech, etc.
Furthermore, the large-scale pre-trained datasets often con-
tain biases that might be inadvertently induced with their
usage [2, 34, 54]. To mitigate these shortcomings, we intro-
duce Data-efficient Image Transformers for Long-Tailed
Data (DeiT-LT) - a scheme for training ViTs from scratch on
small and large-scale long tailed datasets. DeiT-LT is based
on the following important design principles:
• DeiT-LT involves distilling knowledge from low-

resolution teacher networks using out-of-distribution
(OOD) images generated through strong augmentations.
Notably, this method proves effective even if the CNN
teacher wasn’t originally trained on such augmentations.
The outcome is the successful induction of CNN-like fea-
ture locality in the ViT student network, ultimately enhanc-
ing generalization performance, particularly for minority
(tail) classes (Fig. 1a, 4a and Sec. 3.1).

• Further, to improve the generality of features, we propose
to distill knowledge via flat CNN teachers trained through
Sharpness Aware Minimization (SAM) [13]. This results
in low-rank generalizable features for long-tailed setup
across all ViT blocks (Fig. 1b and Sec. 3.2).

• In DeiT [48], the classification and distillation tokens pro-
duce similar predictions. However, in proposed DeiT-LT,
we ensure their divergence such that the classification to-
ken becomes an expert on the majority classes. Whearas,
the distillation token learns local low-rank features, becom-
ing an expert on the minority. Hence, DeiT-LT can focus

on both the majority and minority effectively, which is not
possible with vanilla DeiT training (Fig. 5 and Sec. 3.1).

We demonstrate the effectiveness of DeiT-LT across diverse
small-scale (CIFAR-10 LT, CIFAR-100 LT) as well as large-
scale datasets (ImageNet-LT, iNaturalist-2018). We find that
DeiT-LT effectively improves over the teacher CNN across
all datasets and achieves performances superior to SotA
CNN-based methods without requiring any pre-training.

2. Background
Long-Tailed Learning. With the increased scale of deep
learning, large crowd-sourced long-tailed datasets have be-
come common. A plethora of techniques are developed to
learn machine learning models using such datasets, where
the objective is improved performance, particularly on tail
classes. The methods can be broadly divided into three cat-
egories: a) loss re-weighting b) decoupled classifier and
representations and c) expert-based classifier training. In
addition, there are some techniques based on the synthetic
generation for long-tailed recognition [22, 37, 39, 40], which
are orthogonal to this study. The loss re-weighting-based
techniques include margin based techniques like LDAM [5],
and Logit-Adj [32], which enforce a higher margin for tail
classes. The other set (eg. CB-Loss [9], VS-Loss [23] etc.)
introduce re-weighting factors in cross entropy loss based
on the training set label distribution. The other set of tech-
niques propose to decouple the learning of representations
with classifier learning, as it’s observed that margin based
losses lead to sub-optimal representations [20]. The classi-
fier is then learned using Learnable Weight Scaling (LWS),
⌧ -normalization, which improves performance on the tail
classes [20]. Further, after this follow-up works [55, 60]
like MiSLAS [66] proposed Mixup [62] based improved
representation learning and LADE [16] proposes improved
classifier training by adapting to target label distribution. Fur-
ther, contrastive methods, including PaCo [8] and BCL [41],
have demonstrated improved performance with contrastive
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Figure 2. Overview of DeiT-LT. The Head Expert classifier trains using CE loss against ground truth, whereas the Tail Expert classifier trains
using DRW loss against hard-distillation targets from the flat ResNet teacher trained via SAM [13]. The distillation is performed using
out-of-distribution images created using strong augmentations and Mixup.

learning. However, all these methods lead to performance
degradation on head classes to improve performance on tail
classes. To mitigate this degradation, the techniques (like
RIDE [56] etc.) learn different experts on different parts of
the data distribution. These experts are learned in a way that
makes them diverse in their predictions and can be combined
efficiently to obtain improved predictions. However, these
methods require additional computation to combine experts
at the inference time. In our work, we can efficiently learn
experts on majority and minority using a single ViT back-
bone, the predictions of which we average to prevent any
additional inference overhead at the deployment time.

Vision Transformer. In recent literature, Vision Transform-
ers [12] have emerged as strong competitors for ResNets
as they are easier to scale and lead to improved general-
ization. DeiT [48] developed a data-efficient way to train
these models by distilling through Convolutional Neural Net-
works. However, despite being data efficient, these models
still produce sub-optimal performance on long-tailed data.
RAC [30] utilizes pre-trained transformer for data-efficiency
on long-tailed data. However, these pre-trained models are
often domain specific and do not generalize well to other
domains like medical, synthetic etc. In our work, we train
Vision Transformers from scratch, even for small datasets
like CIFAR-10 LT, CIFAR-100 LT, which makes them free
from biases due to pre-training on large datasets [54].

Data Efficient Vision Transformers (DeiT). The Vision
Transformer (ViT) architecture [12] consists of transformer

architecture stacked with Multi-Headed Self-Attention
blocks [53]. To provide input to the Vision Transformer
architecture, we first convert the image into patches. These
image patches are passed through a linear layer to convert
them into tokens that are then passed to the attention blocks.
The attention blocks learn the relationship between these
tokens for performing a given task. In addition to this, the
ViT architecture also contains one classifier (CLS) token that
represents the features to be used for classification. In the
Data Efficient Transformer (DeiT) [48], there is an additional
distillation (DIST) token in the ViT backbone that learns via
distillation from the teacher CNN. For the classification head
and the distillation head, LCE is used for training (Fig. 2).
The final loss function for the network is:

L = LCE(f
c(x), y)+LCE(f

d(x), yt), yt = argmax
i

g(x)i

(1)
Here f c(x) is output from the classifier of student CLS token,
fd(x) is output from the classifier of student DIST token,
g(x) denotes the output of the teacher CNN network, y 2
[K] is the ground truth, yt is the label produced by the
teacher corresponding to the sample x, and Ni is the number
of samples in class i. At the time of inference in DeiT, we
obtain logit outputs from the two heads fd(x) and f c(x),
and average them to produce the final prediction.

3. DeiT-LT (DeiT for Long-Tailed Data)
In this section, we introduce DeiT-LT - the Data-efficient
Image Transformer that is specialized to be effective for
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Table 1. Effect of augmentations: Comparison of teacher (Tch)
and student (Stu) accuracy (%) and training time (in hours) on
CIFAR-10 LT (⇢ = 100) using various augmentation strategies with
mixup (3) and without mixup (7). Despite low teacher training
accuracy on the out-of-distribution images, the student (Stu.) per-
forms better on the validation set.

Tch
Model

Stu
Augs.

Tch
Augs.

Tch
Acc.

Stu
Acc.

Train
Time

RegNetY
16GF Strong (3) Strong (3) 79.1 70.2 33.3

ResNet-32
Strong (7) Weak (7) 97.2 54.2 17.8
Strong (7) Strong (7) 71.9 69.6 17.8
Strong (3) Strong (3) 56.6 79.4 19.0

Long-Tailed data. We start with a DeiT transformer-based
architecture which, in addition to the classification (CLS)
token, also contains a distillation (DIST) token (Fig. 2) that
learns via distillation from a CNN. The DeiT-LT introduces
three particular design components, which are: a) the effec-
tive distillation via out-of-distribution (OOD) images, which
induces local features and leads to the creation of experts, b)
training Tail Expert classifier using DRW loss and c) learn-
ing of low-rank generalizable features from flat teachers
via distillation. In the following sections, we analyze our
design choices in detail. We analyze CIFAR-10 LT using
LDAM+DRW+SAM ResNet-32 [38] CNN teacher, to justify
the rationale behind each design component.

3.1. Distillation via Out of Distribution Images
We now focus on how to distill knowledge from a CNN
architecture to a ViT effectively. In the original DeiT work
[48], the authors first train a large CNN, specifically Reg-
NetY [35], with strong augmentations (A) as used by a ViT
for distillation. However, this incurs the additional expense
of training a large CNN for subsequent training of the ViT
through distillation. In contrast, we propose to train a small
teacher CNN (ResNet-32) with the usual weak augmenta-
tions, but during distillation, we pass strongly augmented
images to obtain predictions to be distilled.

These strongly augmented images are out-of-distribution
(OOD) images for the ResNet-32 CNN as the model’s ac-
curacy on these training images is low, as seen in Table 1.
However, despite the low accuracy, the strong augmenta-
tions lead to effective distillation in comparison to the weak
augmentations on which the original ResNet was trained
(Table 1). This works because the ViT student learns to
mimic the incorrect predictions of the CNN teacher on the
out-of-distribution images, which in turn enables the student
to learn the inductive biases of the teacher.

fd(X) ⇡ g(X), X ⇠ A(x) (2)

Further, we find that creating additional out-of-distribution
samples by mixing up images from two classes [61, 62]

Figure 3. Entropy of teacher outputs: Comparison of the entropy
of in-distribution samples and out-of-distribution samples with the
ResNet-32 teacher on CIFAR-10 LT. We observe a higher accuracy
in Table-1 corresponding to out-of-distribution samples.

improves the distillation performance. This can also be seen
from the entropy of predictions on teacher, which are high
(i.e. more informative) for OOD samples (Fig. 3). In gen-
eral, we find that increasing diverse amount of out-of-
distribution [33] data while distillation helps improve per-
formance and leads to effective distillation from the CNN.
Details regarding the augmentations are in Suppl. Sec. A.4.

Due to distillation via out-of-distribution images, the
teacher predictions yt often differ from the ground truth
y. Hence, the classification token (CLS) and distillation
token (DIST) representations diverge while training. This
phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 4a, where the cosine
distance between the representation of the CLS and DIST
tokens increases as the training progresses. This leads to the
CLS token being an expert on head classes, while the DIST
token specializes in tail class predictions. Our observation
debunks the myth that it is required for the CLS token pre-
dictions to be similar to DIST for effective distillation in
transformer, as observed by Touvron et al. [48].
Tail Expert with DRW loss. Further in this stage, we also
introduce Deferred Re-Weighting (DRW) [5] for distillation
loss, where we weigh the loss for each class using a factor
wy = 1/{1+(ey�1)1epoch�K}, where ey = 1��Ny

1�� is the
effective number of samples in class y [9], after K number
of epochs [5]. Hence the overall loss is given as:

L =
1

2
LCE(f

c(x), y) +
1

2
LDRW (fd(x), yt),

where LDRW = �wyt log(f
d(x)yt)

The DRW stage further enhances the focus of the distillation
head (DIST) on the tail classes, leading to improved perfor-
mance. This is also observed in Fig. 4a, where the diversity
between the two tokens improves after the introduction of
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(a) Diversity for CLS and DIST experts (b) Locality of Attention Heads (c) Rank of ViT from Distillation of CNN teachers.

Figure 4. Effect of Distillation in DeiT-LT. In a) we train DeiT-B with teachers trained on in-distribution images (RegNetY-16GF) and
out-of-distribution images (ResNet32). The out-of-distribution distillation leads to diverse experts, which become more diverse with deferred
re-weighting on the distillation token (DRW). In b) we plot the Mean Attention Distance for the patches across the early self attention block
1 (solid) and block 2 (dashed) for baselines, where we find that DeiT-LT leads to highly local and generalizable features. In c) we show the
rank of features for DIST token, where we demonstrate that students trained with SAM are more low-rank in comparison to baselines

the DRW stage. This leads to the creation of diverse CLS
and DIST tokens, which are experts on the majority and
minority classes respectively.
Induction of Local Features: To gain insights into the
generality and effectiveness of OOD Distillation, we take
a closer look at the tail features produced by DeiT-LT. In
Fig. 4b, we plot the mean attention distance for each patch
across ViT heads [36] (Details in Suppl. Sec. F).
Insight 1: DeiT-LT contains heads that attend locally, like
CNN, in the neighborhood of the patch in early blocks (1,2).
Due to this learning of local generalizable class agnostic
features, we observe improved generalization on minority
classes (Fig. 1c). Without the OOD distillation, we find
that the vanilla DeiT-III and ViT baselines overfit only on
the spurious global features (Fig. 4b) and do not generalize
well for tail classes. Hence, this makes OOD distillation in
DeiT-LT a well-suitable method for long-tailed scenarios.

3.2. Low-Rank Features via SAM teachers
To further improve the generalizability of the features, par-
ticularly for classes with less data, we propose to distill via
teacher CNN models trained via Sharpness Aware Minimiza-
tion (SAM) objective [13]. Models trained via SAM converge
to flat minima [38] and lead to low-rank features [3]. For ana-
lyzing the rank of features for the ViT student in LT case, we
calculate rank specifically for the features of tail classes [3].
We detail the procedure of our rank calculation in Suppl.
Sec. G. We confirm our observations across diverse teacher
models trained via LDAM and PaCo. We find the following
insight for distillation via DIST token:
Insight 2. We observe that distilling into ViT via predictions
made using SAM teacher leads to low-rank generalizable
(DIST) token features across blocks of ViT (Fig. 4c).
This transfer of a CNN teacher’s characteristic (low-rank) to
the student, by just distilling via final logits, is a significant

novel finding in the context of distillation for ViTs.
Training Time. In the original DeiT formulation, the au-
thors [51] propose training a large CNN RegNetY-16GF at a
high resolution (224 ⇥ 224) for distillation to the ViT. We
find that competitive performance can be achieved even with
training a smaller ResNet-32 CNN (32 ⇥ 32) at a lower reso-
lution, as seen in Table 1. This significantly reduces compute
requirement and overall training time by 13 hours, as the
ResNet-32 model can be trained quickly (Table 1). Further,
we find that with SAM teachers, the student converges much
faster than vanilla teacher models, demonstrating the efficacy
of SAM teachers for low-rank distillation (Suppl. Sec. G.1).

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

We analyze the performance of our proposed method on four
datasets, namely CIFAR-10 LT, CIFAR-100 LT, ImageNet-
LT, and iNaturalist-2018. We follow [5] to create long-
tailed versions of CIFAR [24] datasets, where the number
of samples is exponentially decayed using an imbalance fac-
tor ⇢ = maxi Ni

minj Nj
(number of samples in the most frequent

class by that in the least frequent class). For ImageNet-
LT, we create an imbalanced version of the ImageNet [42]
dataset as described in [29]. We also report performance on
iNaturalist-2018 [52], a real-world long-tailed dataset. We
divide the classes into three subcategories: Head (Many),
Mid (Medium), and Tail (Few) classes. More details regard-
ing the datasets can be found in Suppl. Sec. A.1.

4.2. Experimental Setup

We follow the setup mentioned in DeiT [48] to create the
student backbone for our experiments. We use the DeiT-B
student backbone architecture for all the datasets. We train
our teacher models using re-weighting based LDAM-DRW-
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Table 2. Results on CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-100 LT datasets
with ⇢=50 and ⇢=100. We report the overall accuracy for available
methods. (The teacher used to train the respective student (DeiT-
LT) model can be identified by matching superscripts)

Method CIFAR-10 LT CIFAR-100 LT
⇢ = 100 ⇢ = 50 ⇢ = 100 ⇢ = 50

ResNet32 Backbone

CB Focal loss [9] 74.6 79.3 38.3 46.2
LDAM+DRW [5] 77.0 79.3 42.0 45.1
LDAM+DAP [19] 80.0 82.2 44.1 49.2
BBN [67] 79.8 82.2 39.4 47.0
CAM [64] 80.0 83.6 47.8 51.7
Log. Adj. [32] 77.7 - 43.9 -
RIDE [56] - - 49.1 -
MiSLAS [65] 82.1 85.7 47.0 52.3
Hybrid-SC [55] 81.4 85.4 46.7 51.9
SSD [27] - - 46.0 50.5
ACE [4] 81.4 84.9 49.6 51.9
GCL [26] 82.7 85.5 48.7 53.6
VS [23] 78.6 - 41.7
VS+SAM [38] 82.4 - 46.6 -
1L-D-SAM [38] 81.9 84.8 45.4 49.4
2PaCo+SAM[8, 38] 86.8 88.6 52.8 56.6

ViT-B Backbone

ViT [12] 62.6 70.1 35.0 39.0
ViT (cRT) [20] 68.9 74.5 38.9 42.2
DeiT [48] 70.2 77.5 31.3 39.1
DeiT-III [51] 59.1 68.2 38.1 44.1
1DeiT-LT(ours) 84.8 87.5 52.0 54.1
2DeiT-LT(ours) 87.5 89.8 55.6 60.5

SAM method [38] and the contrastive PaCo+SAM (training
PaCo [8] with SAM [13] optimizer), employing ResNet-32
for small scale datasets (CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-100 LT)
and ResNet-50 for large scale ImageNet-LT, and iNaturalist-
2018. We train the head expert classifier with CE loss LCE

against the ground truth, while the tail expert classifier is
trained with the CE+DRW loss LDRW against the hard-
distillation targets from the teacher network.

Small scale CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-100 LT. These mod-
els are trained for 1200 epochs, where DRW training for the
Tail Expert Classifier starts from epoch 1100. Except for
the DRW training (last 100 epochs), we use Mixup and Cut-
mix augmentation for the input images. These datasets are
trained with a cosine learning rate schedule with a base LR
of 5⇥ 10�4 using the AdamW [31] optimizer.

Large scale ImageNet-LT and iNaturalist-2018. These
models are trained for 1400 and 1000 epochs, respectively,
with the DRW training for the Tail Expert Classifier starting
from 1200 and 900 epochs. We use Mixup and Cutmix
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Figure 5. Visual comparison of the attention maps with respect to
the CLS and DIST tokens for tail images from the ImageNet-LT
dataset. The attention maps are computed by Attention Rollout [1].

throughout training. Both datasets follow a cosine learning
rate schedule, with a base LR of 5⇥ 10�4. More details on
the experimental process can be found in Suppl. Sec A.
Baselines. We use the popular data-efficient baselines for
ViT: a) ViT: The standard Vision Transformer (ViT-B)[12]
architecture trained with CE Loss against the ground truth.
For a fair comparison, we train ViT with the same augmenta-
tion strategy used for the DeiT-LT experiments. b) DeiT [48]:
Vanilla DeiT model that uses RegNetY-16GF teacher trained
with in-distribution images for distillation. c) DeiT-III: A
recent improved version of DeiT ([51]) that focuses on im-
proving the supervised learning of ViT on balanced datasets
using three simple augmentations (GrayScale, Solarisation,
and Gaussian Blur) and LayerScale [49], also demonstrating
the redundancy of distillation in DeiTs. The long-tailed base-
line of d) ViT (cRT): a decoupled approach of first training
classifier (ViT) and then re-training the classifier for a small
number of epochs with class-balanced sampling [20]. We
further attempted training other baselines like LDAM, etc,
on ViT. However, we found some optimization difficulties in
training ViTs (details in Suppl. Sec. A.3).

We want to convey that we do not compare against base-
lines [30, 46, 58, 59], which use pre-training, usually on
large datasets, to produce results on even CIFAR datasets
(Ref. Suppl. Sec. C). Our goal is to develop a generic tech-
nique for training ViTs across domains and modalities on
long-tailed data without requiring any external supervision.

5. Results
In this section, we present results for DeiT-LT across various
datasets. We use re-weighting based LDAM+DRW+SAM
(referred to as L-D-SAM in Table 2,3,4) and contrastive
PaCo+SAM teachers for training DeiT-LT student models.
Results on Small Scale Datasets. Table 2 presents results
for the CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-100 LT datasets, with
varying imbalance factors (⇢ = 100 and ⇢ = 50). We
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Table 3. Results on ImageNet-LT. (The teacher used to train respec-
tive student (DeiT-LT) can be identified by matching superscripts)

Method
ImageNet-LT

Overall Head Mid Tail

ResNet50 Backbone

CB Focal loss [9] 33.2 39.6 32.7 16.8
LDAM [5] 49.8 60.4 46.9 30.7
c-RT [20] 49.6 61.8 46.2 27.3
⌧ -Norm [21] 49.4 59.1 46.9 30.7
Log. Adj. [32] 50.1 61.1 47.5 27.6
RIDE(3 exps) [56] 54.9 66.2 51.7 34.9
MiSLAS [65] 52.7 62.9 50.7 34.3
Disalign [63] 52.9 61.3 52.2 31.4
TSC [28] 52.4 63.5 49.7 30.4
GCL [26] 54.5 63.0 52.7 37.1
SAFA [17] 53.1 63.8 49.9 33.4
BCL [41] 57.1 67.9 54.2 36.6
ImbSAM [68] 55.3 63.2 53.7 38.3
CBDENS [18] 55.6 68.5 52.7 29.2
1L-D-SAM [38] 53.1 62.0 52.1 32.8
2PaCo+SAM [8, 38] 57.5 62.1 58.8 39.3

ViT-B Backbone

ViT [12] 37.5 56.9 30.4 10.3
DeiT-III [51] 48.4 70.4 40.9 12.8
1DeiT-LT(ours) 55.6 65.2 54.0 37.1
2DeiT-LT(ours) 59.1 66.6 58.3 40.0

primarily compare our results to the SotA methods, which
train the networks from scratch. The other techniques uti-
lize additional pre-training with extra data [7, 58], making
the comparison unfair. Our proposed student network DeiT-
LT outperformed the teachers used for their training by an
average of 1.9% and 4.5% on CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-
100 LT, respectively. This demonstrates the advantage of
training the DeiT-LT transformer, which provides additional
generalization improvements over the CNN teacher. Further,
the DeiT-LT (PaCo+SAM) model significantly improves by
24.9% over the ViT baseline (which has the same augmen-
tations as in DeiT-LT) and 28.4% over the data efficient
DeiT-III transformer for CIFAR-10 LT dataset for ⇢ = 100.
A similar improvement can also be observed for the CIFAR-
100 LT dataset, where DeiT-LT (PaCo+SAM) fares better
than ViT baseline and DeiT-III by 20.6% and 17.5%, re-
spectively. This shows the effectiveness of the DeiT-LT
distillation procedure via CNN teachers. Compared to CNN-
based methods, we demonstrate that the transformer-based
methods can achieve SotA performance when trained with
DeiT-LT distillation procedure, combining both the scalabil-
ity of transformers on head classes and utilizing inductive
biases of CNN for tail classes. To the best of our knowledge,

Table 4. Results on iNaturalist-2018. (The teacher used to train
student (DeiT-LT) can be identified by matching superscripts)

Method
iNaturalist-2018

Overall Head Mid Tail

ResNet50 Backbone

c-RT [20] 65.2 69.0 66.0 63.2
⌧ -Norm [21] 65.6 65.6 65.3 65.9
RIDE(3 exps) [56] 72.2 70.2 72.2 72.7
MiSLAS [65] 71.6 73.2 72.4 70.4
Disalign [63] 70.6 69.0 71.1 70.2
TSC [28] 69.7 72.6 70.6 67.8
GCL [26] 71.0 67.5 71.3 71.5
ImbSAM [68] 71.1 68.2 72.5 72.9
CBDENS [18] 73.6 75.9 74.7 71.5
1L-D-SAM [38] 70.1 64.1 70.5 71.2
2PaCo+SAM [38] 73.4 66.3 73.6 75.2

ViT-B Backbone

ViT [12] 54.2 64.3 53.9 52.1
DeiT-III [51] 61.0 72.9 62.8 55.8
1DeiT-LT(ours) 72.9 69.0 73.3 73.3
2DeiT-LT(ours) 75.1 70.3 75.2 76.2

our proposed DeiT-LT for transformers is the first work in
literature that can achieve SotA performance for long-tailed
data on small datasets when trained from scratch. The other
works [58] require transformer pre-training on large datasets,
such as ImageNet, to achieve comparable performance on
these small datasets.

Results on Large Scale Datasets. In this section, we present
results attained by DeiT-LT on the large-scale long-tailed
datasets of ImageNet-LT and iNaturalist-2018. We train
all transformer-based methods for similar epochs for a par-
ticular dataset, to keep the comparison fair across all base-
lines (See Suppl. Sec. A.2). Table 3 presents the result on
the ImageNet-LT dataset, where we find that when distill-
ing using LDAM+DRW+SAM (L-D-SAM), our DeiT-LT
significantly improves by 2.5% over the teacher network.
Notably, it can be seen that our DeiT-LT method, when
distilling from PaCo+SAM teacher, achieves a 1.6% per-
formance gain over the already near SotA teacher network.
Further, the distillation-based DeiT-LT method achieves a
significant gain of 21.6% and 10.7% over the baseline trans-
former training methods, ViT and DeiT-III respectively. This
demonstrates that improvement due to distillation scales
well with an increase in the size of datasets. For iNaturalist-
2018, we notice an improvement of close to 3% over the
LDAM+DRW+SAM (L-D-SAM) teacher network and an
improvement of 1.7% over the recent PaCo+SAM teacher.
Additionally, we notice a significant improvement over the
data-efficient transformer-based baselines. The data-efficient
transformer-based methods struggle while modeling the tail
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Table 5. Table showing ablations for various components in DeiT-
LT for CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-100 LT.

OOD Distill DRW SAM C10 LT C100 LT
7 7 7 70.2 31.3
3 7 7 84.5 48.9
3 3 7 87.3 54.5
3 3 3 87.5 55.6

classes, which is supplemented via proposed Distillation loss
in DeiT-LT. This enables DeiT-LT to work well across all
the classes; the head classes benefit from enhanced learning
capacity due to scalable Vision Transformer (ViT), and tail
classes are learned well via distillation. Our results are su-
perior for both datasets compared to the CNN-based SotA
methods, demonstrating the advantage of DeiT-LT. (Refer
Suppl. Sec. B for detailed results.)

6. Analysis and Discussion

Visualizations of Attentions. Our training methodology en-
sures that the CLS and DIST representations diverge while
training. While the CLS token is trained against the ground
truth, it cannot learn efficient representation for tail classes’
images due to ViT’s inability to train well on small amounts
of data. Distilling from a teacher via out-of-distribution data
and introducing re-weighting loss helps the DIST token to
learn better representation for the images of minority classes
as compared to the CLS token. We further corroborate this
by comparing the attention visualization obtained through
Attention Rollout [1], for the CLS and DIST token on tail
images, for ImageNet-LT dataset (as CIFAR-10 is too small)
using DeiT-LT. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the CLS and the
DIST token focus on different parts of the image. The DIST
token is able to identify the patches of interest (high red in-
tensity) for images of tail classes, while the CLS token fails
to do so. The diversity in localized regions demonstrates
the complementary information present across the CLS and
DIST experts, which is in contrast with DeiT, where both
the tokens CLS and DIST are quite similar. We compare
visualization with different methods in Suppl. Sec. D.
Ablation Analysis Across DeiT-LT components. We ana-
lyze the influence of three key components of our DeiT-LT
method, namely OOD distillation, training the Tail Expert
classifier with DRW loss, and using SAM teacher for distil-
lation. As can be seen in Table 5, using OOD distillation
brings around 14% and 18% improvement over DeiT [48]
for CIFAR-10 LT and CIFAR-100 LT, respectively, followed
by the other two components, which further improve the
accuracy by around 3% and 6.7% for CIFAR-10 LT and
CIFAR-100 LT, respectively.
Analysis across Transformer Variants. In this section, we
aim to analyze the performance of DeiT-LT across trans-

Table 6. Analysis across transformer capacity for CIFAR-10 LT and
CIFAR-100 LT for DeiT-LT student(⇢ = 100) with PaCo teacher.

Model Overall Head Mid Tail

CIFAR-10 LT (⇢ = 100)

DeiT-LT Tiny (Ti) 80.8 89.7 75.1 79.4
DeiT-LT Small (S) 85.5 92.7 81.5 83.7
DeiT-LT Base (B) 87.5 94.5 84.1 85.0

CIFAR-100 LT (⇢ = 100)

DeiT-LT Tiny (Ti) 49.3 66.3 50.0 27.3
DeiT-LT Small (S) 54.3 72.6 54.8 31.1
DeiT-LT Base (B) 55.6 73.1 56.9 32.1

former variants having different capacities. For this, we fix
the teacher network and training schedules while varying
the network sizes. We experiment with the ViT-Ti, ViT-S,
and ViT-B architectures, as introduced in the original ViT
work [12]. In Table 6, we observe that the proposed DeiT-LT
method scales well with the increased capacity of the Trans-
former network, and leads to performance improvements.
Limitations. One limitation of our framework is that the
learning for tail classes is done mostly through distillation.
Hence, the performance on tail classes remains similar (Table
3 and 4) to that of the CNN classifier. Future works can aim
to develop adaptive methods that can shift their focus from
CNN to ground truth labels, as the CNN feedback saturates.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we introduce DeiT-LT, a training scheme to
train ViTs from scratch on real-world long-tailed datasets
efficiently. We reintroduce the idea of knowledge distillation
into ViT students via teacher CNN, as it enables effective
learning on the tail classes. This distillation component was
found to be redundant and removed from the latest DeiT-
III. Further, in DeiT-LT, we introduce out-of-distribution
(OOD) distillation via the teacher, in which we pass strongly
augmented images to teachers originally trained via mild
augmentations for distillation. The distillation loss is re-
weighted to enhance the focus on learning from tail classes.
This helps make the classification token an expert on the
head classes and the distillation token an expert on the tail
classes. To improve generality in minority classes, we induce
low-rank features in ViT by distilling from teachers trained
from Sharpness Aware Minimization (SAM). The proposed
DeiT-LT scheme allows ViTs to be trained from scratch as
CNNs and achieve performance competitive to SotA without
requiring any pre-training on large-datasets.
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